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Minimally-doubled chiral fermions have the unusual property of a single local field creating two

fermionic species. Spreading the field over hypercubes allows construction of combinations that

isolate specific modes. Combining these fields into bilinears produces meson fields of specific

quantum numbers.
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1. Introduction

The classic Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem [1] states that for a local lattice action to have an exact
chiral symmetry, it must describe an even number of flavors. Within the fundamental Brillouin
zone, the fermion propagator should possess an even number of poles. The argument is topolog-
ical, involving a non-trivial mapping associated with eachpole, and this mapping must unwrap
elsewhere in the zone. For two space-time dimensions this isa wrapping of a complex number
around a circle, while for four dimensions the chiral Dirac operator involves a mapping of quater-
nions around a sphereS3 [2].

Several chiral lattice actions satisfying the minimal condition of Nf = 2 flavors are known.
Some time ago Karsten [3] presented a simple form by inserting a factor ofiγ4 into a Wilson like
term for space-like hoppings. A slight variation appeared in a discussion by Wilczek [4] a few
years later. More recently, I developed a four dimensional action motivated by the analogy with
two dimensional graphene. Since then a few more variations were presented by Borici [5], Bedaque
et al. [6], and Kimura and Misumi [7]. An effort to classify these various approaches appears in
[8].

The main potential advantage of these approaches lies in their ultra-locality. They should be
extremely fast in simulations while protecting masses fromadditive renormalization and helping
control mixing of operators with different chirality. The approach also avoids the uncontrolled
errors associated with the rooting approximation [9]. On the other hand, all minimally-doubled
actions presented so far have the disadvantage of breaking the usual lattice hyper-cubic symmetry.
With interactions, this will lead to the necessity of renormalization counter-terms that also violate
this symmetry. The extent to which this complicates simulations remains to be investigated.

Here I discuss a point-splitting method for separating the effects of the two flavors which can
be created by a single fermion field. For this I will concentrate on the Karsten/Wilczek form as
somewhat simpler, but the method should be easily extended to other minimally-doubled formula-
tions.

In the next section I review this action and discuss some of its properties. In section 3 I discuss
recent developments on perturbative renormalization and the concomitant counter-terms. Section 4
introduces the proposed point splitting and discusses someof the combinations that create physical
particles. Section 5 uses a simple effective Lagrangian argument to discuss some of the lattice
artifacts that may occur. Finally section 6 summarizes the basic conclusions.

2. Karsten/Wilczek fermions

I concentrate on a minimally-doubled fermion action which is a slight generalization of those
presented by Karsten [3] and Wilczek [4]. The fermion term inthe lattice action takes the form
ψDψ . For free fermions I start with the momentum space form

D(p) = i
3

∑
i=1

γi sin(pi)+
iγ4

sin(α)

(

cos(α)+3−
4

∑
µ=1

cos(pµ )

)

(2.1)

As a function of the momentumpµ , the propagatorD−1(p) has two poles, located at~p = 0, p4 =

±α . Relative to the naive fermion action, the other doublers have been given a large “imaginary
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chemical potential.” The parameterα allows adjusting the relative positions of the poles. The
original Karsten/Wilczek actions correspond toα = π/2.

This action maintains one exact chiral symmetry, manifested in the anti-commutation relation
[D,γ5]+ = 0. The two species, however, are not equivalent, but have opposite chirality. To see this,
expand the propagator around the two poles and observe that one species, that corresponding to
p4 = +α , uses the usual gamma matrices, but the second pole gives a proper Dirac behavior using
another set of matricesγ ′µ = Γ−1γµΓ. The Karsten/Wilczek formulation usesΓ = iγ4γ5, although
other minimally-doubled actions may involve a different transformation. After this transformation
γ ′5 = −γ5, showing that the species rotate oppositely under the exactchiral symmetry and thus this
symmetry is “flavored.” One can think of the physical chiral symmetry as that generated in the
continuum theory byτ3γ5.

It is straightforward to transform the momentum space action in Eq. (2.1) to position space
and insert gauge fieldsUi j = U†

ji on the links connecting lattice sites. Explicitly indicating the site
indices, the Dirac operator becomes

Di j = Ui j

3

∑
µ=1

γi
δi, j+eµ −δi, j−eµ

2
+

iγ4

sin(α)

(

(cos(α)+3)δi j −Ui j

4

∑
µ=1

δi, j+eµ + δi, j−eµ

2

)

(2.2)

Note the analogy with spatial Wilson fermions [10] augmented with aniγ4 insertion in the Wilson
term.

3. Perturbation theory and counter-terms

Recent perturbative calculations [11] have shown that interactions can shift the relative po-
sitions of the poles along the direction between them. In other words, the parameterα receives
an additive renormalization. Furthermore, the form of the action treats the fourth direction differ-
ently than the spatial coordinates, thus breaking hyper-cubic symmetry along this direction. This
suggests three potential new counter-terms for the renormalization of the theory. First there is a
possible renormalization of the on-site contribution to the action proportional toiψγ4ψ . This pro-
vides a handle on the shift of the parameterα . Secondly, the breaking of the hyper-cubic symmetry
indicates one may need to adjust the fermion “speed of light.” This involves a combination of the
above on-site term and the strength of temporal hopping proportional toδi, j+e4 + δi, j−e4. Finally,
the breaking of hyper-cubic symmetry can feed back into the gluonic sector, suggesting a possi-
ble counter-term of formF4µF4µ to maintain the gluon “speed of light.” In lattice language,this
corresponds to adjusting the strength of time-like plaquettes relative to space-like ones.

Of these counter-terms,iψγ4ψ is of dimension 3 and is probably the most essential. Quantum
corrections induce the dimension 4 terms, suggesting they may be small and could partially be
absorbed into accepting a lattice asymmetry. How difficult these counter-terms are to control awaits
simulations.

Note that all other dimension 3 counter-terms are forbiddenby basic symmetries. For example,
chiral symmetry forbidsψψ andiψγ5ψ terms, and spatial cubic symmetry removesψγiψ , ψγiγ5ψ ,
andψσi j ψ terms. Finally, commutation withγ4 plus space inversion eliminatesψγ4γ5ψ .
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4. Point splitting

The fundamental fieldψ can create either of the two species. For a quantity that creates only
one of them, it is natural to combine fields on nearby sites in such a way as to cancel the other.
In other words, one can point split the fields to separate the poles which occur at distinct “bare
momenta.” For the free theory, one construction that accomplishes this is to consider

u(q) =
1
2

(

1+
sin(q4 + α)

sin(α)

)

ψ(q+ αe4)

d(q) =
1
2

Γ
(

1−
sin(q4−α)

sin(α)

)

ψ(q−αe4)

(4.1)

whereΓ = iγ4γ5 for the Karsten/Wilczek formulation. Here I have inserted factors containing zeros
cancelling the undesired pole. This construction is not unique, and specific details will depend
on the particular minimally-doubled action in use. The factor of Γ inserted in thed quark field
accounts for the fact that the two species use different gamma matrices. This is required since the
chiral symmetry is flavored, corresponding to an effective minus sign inγ5 for one of the species.

It is now straightforward to transform this to position space

ux =
1
2

eiαx4

(

ψx + i
Ux,x−e4ψx−e4 −Ux,x+e4ψx+e4

2sin(α)

)

dx =
1
2

Γe−iαx4

(

ψx− i
Ux,x−e4ψx−e4 −Ux,x+e4ψx+e4

2sin(α)

)

(4.2)

Here I also insert gauge field factors to give simple gauge transformation properties to the point-
split field. The various phases inserted here serve to removethe oscillations associated with the
bare fields having their poles at non-zero momentum.

Given the basic fields for the individual quarks, one can easily construct mesonic fields, which
then also involve point splitting. To keep the equations simpler, I now consider the caseα = π/2.
For example, the neutral pion field becomes

π0(x) =
i
2
(uxγ5ux−dxγ5dx) =

i
16

(

4ψxγ5ψx + ψx−e4
γ5ψx−e4 + ψx+e4

γ5ψx+e4

−ψx+e4
UUγ5ψx−e4 −ψx−e4

UUγ5ψx+e4

)

.

(4.3)

Note that this involves combinations of fields at sites separated by either 0 or 2 lattice spacings. In
contrast, theη ′ takes the form

η ′(x) =
i
2
(uxγ5ux +dxγ5dx) =

1
8

(

ψx−e4
Uγ5ψx−ψxUγ5ψx−e4

−ψx+e4
Uγ5ψx + ψxUγ5ψx+e4

)

(4.4)
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where all terms connect even with odd parity sites. In a recent paper, Tiburzi [12] has discussed
how the anomaly, which gives theη ′ a mass of orderΛqcd, can be understood in terms of the
necessary point splitting.

5. Effective Lagrangians and lattice artifacts

As with Wilson fermions, the minimally-doubled actions have lattice artifacts that can give rise
to unusual effects. Adding corresponding terms to effective Lagrangians can give some insight into
such [13, 14]. With Wilson fermions the artifacts can have one of two consequences depending
on the sign of a specific term in the effective potential. Either the chiral transition can become
first order, or alternatively it can break up into two transitions separated by the parity broken phase
predicted by Aoki [15]. It appears that the latter situationis realized with standard Wilson fermions.

Similarly, at first sight there are two possibilities here aswell. These artifacts break isospin
symmetry, allowing the charged pion mass to differ from thatof the neutral pion. The simplest
situation has the charged pions heavier. In this case as the quark mass goes to zero the neutral
pion becomes a conventional Goldstone boson associated with the one exact chiral symmetry of
the theory. Alternatively, if the charged pions are lighter, then before one reaches the chiral limit
their mass can go to zero and the charged mesons would condense. As with the Aoki phase, there
would then be a region of spontaneous parity breaking.

One qualitative difference between Wilson fermions and theminimally-doubled case is that
in the latter situation the fermion determinant is strictlypositive. While it does not directly apply
because Lorentz invariance has been broken by the lattice artifacts, the Vafa/Witten argument [16]
suggests that the first alternative is the more likely. Lattice simulations should be able to settle
which situation is the case.

6. Summary

Minimally-doubled fermion actions present the possibility of fast simulations while maintain-
ing one exact chiral symmetry. They do, however, introduce some peculiar aspects. An explicit
breaking of hyper-cubic symmetry allows additional counter-terms to appear in the renormaliza-
tion. While a single field creates two different species, spreading this field over nearby sites allows
isolation of specific states and the construction of physical meson operators. Finally, lattice ar-
tifacts break isospin and give two of the three pseudoscalarmesons an additional contribution to
their mass. Depending on the sign of this mass splitting, onecan either have a traditional Goldstone
pseudoscalar meson or a parity breaking Aoki-like phase.
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